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NASH’s mission is to ensure that survivors of 
domestic and sexual violence have a full 
range of safe housing options, through 
improved access, increased resources, and 
innovative solutions, ultimately catalyzing a 
safe housing movement.

Our vision is to create a world where safe 
housing is a human right shared by 
everyone.

National Alliance for Safe Housing (NASH) 

nashta.org
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Regional Housing Legal Services (RHLS) 

Regional Housing Legal Services (RHLS)

Pennsylvania legal services program focused on affordable housing & community 
development. Legal work involves primarily representing nonprofits doing 

development. Policy work runs the gamut.
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Your speakers

Vanessa Raymond-Garcia

Policy Analyst, RHLS

vgarcia@rhls.org

Rachel Blake

Associate Director, RHLS

rblake@rhls.org

Karlo Ng

Director of Legal Initiatives, 
NASH

kng@nashta.org
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Why did we 
start this 
project?

Lots of questions from survivor advocates 
about Low Income Housing Tax Credit units 

• What is the federal Low Income Housing Tax Credit 
(LIHTC) program?

• How do we find LIHTC units?

• Who owns and runs LIHTC units?

• Does the Violence Against Women Act apply to the 
LIHTC program?

• How does a survivor get an emergency transfer or 
lease bifurcation?
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The LIHTC program produces the most affordable housing units in the 
country (100,000 new units per year; more than 3M units total).

Source: PolicyMap, https://plcy.mp/jvkrv1n
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This failure has led to uneven 
implementation of VAWA among state 
agencies and LIHTC housing providers 
across the country.

U.S. Treasury Department/Internal 
Revenue Service (IRS) administers the 
LIHTC program.

Treasury/IRS has not implemented the 
housing protections under the Violence 
Against Women Act (VAWA).
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NASH’s LIHTC Resource Page 
nashta.org/lihtc
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Advocacy Flowchart 
for Requests for 
LIHTC VAWA 
Emergency Transfers



How LIHTC 
Works
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LIHTC Policy 
Advocacy
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Tour

VAWAHOME.COM
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TA, trainings, 
& research 
support

Example 
Scenarios



Homepage highlights:
• Basic definitions and facts
• Equity-related data
• Site menu and search bar
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VAWA 101 covers:

• What is VAWA?

• Who is covered by VAWA’s 
housing protections?

• What is covered by VAWA’s 
housing protections?

• Where is housing covered 
by VAWA?
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LIHTC 101 includes:

• U.S. map of LIHTC 
properties

• How LIHTC works

• Explanation of Qualified 
Allocation Plans (QAP) and 
Compliance Manuals (CM)
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Research encompasses state Qualified 
Allocation Plan (QAP) & Compliance Manual 
(CM) results across all 50 U.S. states. These 
results show as U.S. maps for answers to one 
of the three questions listed.
The 3 hover-over sub-pages include: 
• VAWA Rights
• Best Practices
• LIHTC Housing for Survivors 20



Best practices:
• Lists 13 best practices 

that can and should be 
included in LIHTC to 
protect and empower 
applicants and tenants 
protected by VAWA.
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QAP Model language:
• Hover-over sub-page for “Best Practices”
• Includes key language from 3 states and embedded QAPs 

that you can use to encourage your states to take action!
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Each section has its 
own separate 
questions listed 
where the answers 
can be accessed by 
pressing the plus (+) 
sign on the right.

FAQs include 4 sections:
• Getting Help
• Finding Housing
• Keeping Housing
• For Landlords & State 

Housing Finance 
Agencies (HFAs)
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Resources include:
• VAWA and LIHTC
• VAWA housing implementation

• U.S. Department of 
Housing and Urban 
Development (HUD)

• U.S.D.A. Rural 
Development (RD)

• Other Resources 24



Take Action includes:
• Understanding “best 

practices”
• Accessing several useful 

resources
• Learning how to comment on 

your state’s QAP to advocate 
for VAWA implementation, 
monitoring, and  compliance
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Example 
Scenario 

#1:
Survivor 

Perspective

My partner is abusive and I do not 
feel safe living in the apartment 
that we share. I would like to move, 
but I am not sure what my housing 
options are.

Who can I turn to for help?
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Example 
Scenario 

#2: 
Survivor 

Advocate 
Perspective

I am an advocate that works for a 
local DV/SA program and I am 
interested in learning about what 
my state has done to implement 
VAWA in LIHTC units. Also, how 
can I work with housing providers 
to help survivors access and stay 
in LIHTC housing?
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Best Practices

LIHTC Housing for 
Survivors
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Example 
Scenario 

#3: 
Survivor 

Advocate 
Perspective

I am a survivor advocate and 
my organization serves 
immigrant survivors. We 
receive a lot of questions 
regarding the kinds of housing 
assistance that immigrant 
survivors are eligible for. Can 
immigrants apply for LIHTC 
housing? How can 
VAWAhome.com help us?
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Example 
Scenario #4: 

State Housing 
Finance 
Agency

I work at a state agency that 
administers the LIHTC 
program. We would like to do 
more to ensure that survivors 
do not lose their housing when 
they experience domestic or 
sexual violence. How can 
www.VAWAHome.com help 
us?
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Technical assistance and research support

VAWA/LIHTC TA & trainings

NASH & RHLS did a series of webinars on 
VAWA/LIHTC, which can be accessed at: 
nashta.org/lihtc/

We may be able to provide custom trainings. Contact 
us if you have questions.

NASH and RHLS will also be available to provide some 
TA on these issues and hope to build our capacity to 
provide TA to match growing needs.

NASH can provide technical assistance, trainings, and 
support to survivor advocates on housing protections 
for survivors, including VAWA.

LIHTC research support

Qualified Allocation Plans (QAPs) and Compliance 
Manuals (CMs) are critical documents in LIHTC. 

There is no centralized, searchable repository of 
these documents that govern the largest housing 
program in the United States. 

Rachel Blake of RHLS has spent several years working 
to develop systems to more easily and efficiently 
analyze the content of Qualified Allocation Plans 
(QAPs) and Compliance Manuals (CMs) -- and to be 
able to more easily extract and share model 
language. 

RHLS is open to working with organizations that are 
interested in doing large scale QAP/CM research 
projects.

Please use the contact form at 
VAWAhome.com/contact 39
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Questions?
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Thank you!

Karlo Ng
kng@nashta.org

Rachel Blake 
rblake@rhls.org

Vanessa 
Raymond- Garcia 
vgarcia@rhls.org
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